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Io PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION 
The dynamic response of a highway bridge to a moving load 
is affected in a complex way by a variety of important factors o It was 
with this uncomfortable fact in mind that the small scale laboratory 
tests presented in this report were conceivedo These experiments were 
carefully designed to provide data of sufficiently good quail ty to 
permit its use as a check on an analytical solution of the problem and 
at the same time to establish some guideo:=posts for the execution of 
field tests on actual high~y bridgeso 
It was realized that any analytical solution must concern 
itself initially ~th a simplification of the total problemo This 
simplifiea tion would assume a structure of negligible . damping 1 
traversed at a constant velocity~ by a single~ smo~thly rolling, UD= 
sprung loado Insofar as posSlible~ these restrictioXllS have been in= 
corporated in the test apparatuso Field tests 9 however 9 necessarily 
reflect additional effects due to the damping of the structure 1 
multiple axle loads~ road-way roughness and the spring=:mounted condition 
of the loo.d o 
The data prsssnted herein Gonsists9 for the most part9 of 
experimentally determined dyn,amie; amplifiGatiolffi factors for bending 
moment and deflection due to a single aue load e The investigation 
has been carried one step beyond the basiG _assumptions of the analyc::> 
tical solution in that the effects of tandem axle.loadings have also 
been investigated o In addition to the presentation of the more or 
less UrawU data~ experimental evidence bearing directly on several 
of the fundamental characteristic~ of the problem has also been in= 
eluded in this reporto 
IIo NOMENCLATURE 
v = Velocity of load carriage = fte/seco 
To = Fundamental period of structure ~ seco/Gycl~ 
L ~ Span length = inches 
ex ~ VToy (dimensi.onless) speed factor 
2L 
R ~ Weight of load carriage (dimensionless) weight factor 
Weight of beam ~ 
AL = Local dynamic ampllfic.ation factorj> ioe& 
Maximum dynamic stress or deflection at a gi van -x~t 
Maximum static effect at the same point 
AL (A) :E Local dynamic amplification factor at, gage 
location "AI!! 
SimilarlY21 AL (B) refers to a local.dynamic amplificati·on 
factor at gage location II!Blli 9 AL (F) to one at gage "Fia ~ 
etc o 
AA ~ Absolute amplIfication fa~tor~ 10e o 
.Maximum d.m~ress or deflection at a...,g!yen J2Q~n~ 
Maximum static effect at midspan 
IIIo INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 
In order to avoid confusion~ it is desirable first to 
establish ac.lear understanding of the nomenc.latureemployed in this 
report. In additioni) a brief discussion o..f the test apFBI"atu85' in= 
strumentation9 test program and testing. procedure v.tll prove an aid 
to the understanding of the test results~ 
1e Discuss~on. of Nomenclature 
As in.dica ted in the preceding section on nomeoc la ture 5) ex... 
is a dimensionless. quantity relating the vehicle or loo.d Garriage 
ve loci ty to the span. l.ength and the fundamentB.l:period of the bridge 9 
This quantity embodies the Slp6eJd effsGts it is equal to the time of 
crossingS) or the duration. o.f loa.dingi} .. dirlded by ons.-half the funda= 
mental period of the structure o It should be noted that ~ varies 
directly as! the vehicle velocity. and a.s a result larger values of 0(.. 
correspond. t.o higher vehicle speeds o 
.T~e relationship between the weight. of the vehicle and the 
weight of beam is eXpI"9ssed in. terms of' a dimensionless ratio. symbol-
ized by the letter R~ ioe. 
R ~ Weight of vehicle 
\!eight of' beam 
It should be borne in mind that R represents the total weight of the 
vehicle divided by the bridge weight~ irrespective of the number of 
axles involved o 
The local dynamic amplification. factor relates. the maximum 
amplification at a given point to the maximum 9tatic value at the same 
point and may be expressed in eqoo tion. form a.s g 
A ~ Maximum dynamic stress or deflection at a given~int 
L Maximum static effect at_ the same point 
The absolute dynamic amplification factor relate~ the maxiw~ ~ynamic 
amplification at a given point to the maximum effect that would be 
produced by the same load ill thl; I: i,=t if it were stationary on the 
bridgs o This static maximum effect usually occurs at midspan -with the 
load a.t midspan and therefore the absolute dynamic amplification factor 
can be expressed in equation form asg 
AA g ~mum dynamic stress or deflection at a given PRint 
Maximum static effect at midspan 
5. 
It should be noted that these quantities represent amplification factors 
not amplification percentages 9 1o e o lJ if the dynamic effect i~ the same 
amplIfication factors to percentages g simply subtra~t unity and move 
the decimal point two places to the rightl} eog o a stress amplification 
factor of 1010 in this report corresponds to a 10 percent increase in 
stress 0 
20 !RparatuSl and InstrumentatiC'ln 
Tw~ beams were employed in the course of the test programo 
Their dimen~ionSl and physical properties are given in Figo 10 Beam 
60 
Noo 1 vs,s designed te be dynamically similar t_oa simple span I=beam 
highway bridge of 60 ft 0 Sl FBn length designed for an H=20=S 14=44 
loading by AASRO sp6cificati.o!J).so (See Se~tiOln I of the Second Progress 
Report) Use of the second beam resulted in streSlSl6S on. the order of 
405 times as great as these obtained with beam No.o. 1 and values of DC 
approximately 205 times as greatiJ- for a given R and vehicle velocity. 
The dimensions of. the sing~e.axle vehicle and the tandem 
a.xle vehicle used in the test pr'O)gram .. are given i.n.Fig~G 2 a.nd J$) 
resp6ctivelyo A diSlGussion.of the designaf vehicle No~ 1 can be 
found in the SSC10nd Progress Report o.fthis invest!gatioDo The s}:'6G= 
ing IOf the tandem axles on vehicle No.o. 2 was set at ona=fifteenth of . 
the span length$) or an equivalent spacing o.f~O ft.o on the model bea~o 
I~ order to achiewe a variation in this spacing a modification of 
vehicle No o 2 was neGessaryo The lo.ad carriages. wer's designed so that 
any desired weight ratio Gould readily-be 8sta.blished o 
A general view of' the test apparatus 15_ given in Figo 40 
Illustrations ©f the modified load c.arriage.iJ- the launGhing mecbaw.sm9 
the roller end of the test beam and the restraining device are given 
in Fig~;o For a complete diSC.UB.Sli.©.lnLC2.f'the test apparatuSl the reader 
is! referred to ApJP9ndix A of this report. and SectioD. I of the Second 
Progresa Reports 
The instrumentation is also discussed i~ dstail in the 
Second .Progress Reporto Supplementary information is contained in 
Appendix B of this reporto At the present point. this material may 
be summarized by noting that the instrumentation recorded on a six 
channel magnetic; oscillograph the strains measu:rred at 'WS.l"io'lls points 
along the beam9 the center deflectioIlp the vehicle position and the 
time 0 The strain measuring system emplO'Jyed bonded wire resistance 
gages in a carrier system bridge, the deflection measuring system 
used a cap3.citive gage tuning a crystal oscillato.r.~ vehicle position 
ws indicated by a contact making device as it crossed the beam~ an.d 
the time scale was inserted by means of an ~cGurately controlled 
electrical oscillatoro A typical oscillogram for a single axle 
vehicle is shawn in Fige 6 0 
The te~t program cODsisted9 essentially~ ©f fo~ partso The 
first two phases were concerned with the determination of the dynamic 
ampllf'i©ationfa<Cltors for bending m~ent and defle~.tiOJl'ffi at various 
points along.t.he test beam due to. the p:issage 9 at a GOll!.stant velo~itY9 
of the single and tandem axle .load carriages.o. Three values of R were 
used with the single axle vehicle while the talO1dem axle vehicle was 
operated at five· different values of Ro Tventy=four different velocities 
were employed far ea.ch R51 yielding twen.ty=fo'Ul.r wlue£3 of ex, on which the 
experimental ~Ul"'Ves are based o At least thJ1."ee ~. were made at each 
sp9sd o 
I 
In the third phase of the investigatioD9 attention was 
directed to the effect of the axle spacing on the amplification 
factors 0 Equivalent spacings (based on a 60 fto span length) of 
from 4GO ft~ to lOG5 fto were used~ The fourth phase comprised a 
series of tests designed to determine the location of the marlmum 
dynamic stress due to a single axle loado These latter two phages 
made use of only a single value of Ro In phase 39 three different 
values of DC were used while in phase 49 twenty=four values vere 
again employed in the determination of the location of the point of 
maximum dynamic stress o 
In the first three parts of the present experiment ~eries9 
as outlined aboveS} strains were recorded by gages located at the 
three quarter=point.s of the span (iIIA!l1l j} IIIICIm and II'lpll}o The deflec= 
tion gage was placed at the second quarter=point (lItel!!) or midspan 
(refer to Fig o 7a)0 It ~s necessarY9 in order to determine the 
point of maximum str9~S~ to add a set of gages at ~BW9 ~Dw~ WE3~9 "F~~ 
wGRtt and IlIHIlfIl) the relative positions of which are indicated in. Figa 7a o 
Fig~ 7b 9 to ~]hiah l"er~X"elQl~e. :may now. be madsl) displays the 
envelope of the bending moment diagrams. due to. a single ~tationary 
concentrated load~ based on a maximum value of unit mOJm9lrllt at midsp9.no 
'The ordinates to. this curve therefore l"epres,ent the ratio of the stress 
at the point where the ordinate is meaSiured due to a. load ~t that 
pointj) to the maximum. static ~tI"e~~ at Idds.pan wbich9 of cQ)Ul"alel) occurs 
when the load is at midspa~ This is the ratio of the uabsolute i to 
the vlocal Y stress amplification factors o The curve has as its 
equationg 
whereg X ~ distance measured from either end of beam=inches o 
With the aid of this diagram local stress amplification factors can 
readily be converted to an absolute scale_ if it should be desired in 
that formo As an example~ let us consider the first quarter=point 
(x ~ 180 0 ino ) where 9 as indicated, the midspan value for bending 
moment is 4/3 that of the first quarter=pointo If~ on a plot of local 
amplification at the first quarter=point~ we move the base line (local 
amplification of 1000) vertically to a value 1033" the local ampllfi= 
cation factors are converted to their absolute valueso A similar 
diagram can be drawn for conversion of ulocal R and uabsolute n de= 
flection amplification factors o In the present series of test~ ho'W'= 
averS! deflections have been:me_8.sured only at midspan 'Where the 
absolute and local amplification factors are identicalo 
40 Testing Procedure 
Before the commencement of each dayUs testing» the funda= 
meltal natural frequency of the test beam was experimentally recorded o 
This result was then used in the computation of the ~ values for the 
ensuing test results althoughy as detailed in Appendix Ay the frequenoy 
changed only very slightly from day to dayo Two methods for the deter-
mination of the static effect 'Were employed o The first of these con= 
) 
I 
I 
sisted of placing the particular vehicle in question on the test beam 
in such a ~y as to produce a maximum value for bending moment or 
deflection at each of the active gages o These values were found to 
give essentially the same results as a ftcrawl~ run with which they 
were averaged to determine the denominators of the local amplification 
factors 0 This procedure was repeated at the beginning and end of each 
set of thirty test runs o 
In order to establish the reproducibility of the test 
results, three runs were recorded at each particular velocityo This 
means that, in general, a group of three experimental points have been 
computed and plotted at each value of OL o In a number of instances 9 
however, the three points appear so close together on the diagram that 
they have been represented by the draftsman as a single doto 
IV 0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experimentally determined dynamic amplification factor 
curves and the test results which form their basis are presented in 
this sectiono The highlights of these results are noted y accompanied 
by a brief discussion of the characteristic 5bape and trends develop-
ed o The complexity of the problem makes it desirable to defer a 
complete discusaion until all of the experimental results are clearly 
in mindo 
10 Local Amplification Factors for Bending Moment and Deflection for 
a Single Axle Load 
110 
Figso 8 through 15 show the experimentally determined values 
for the maximum local amplification factors for bending moment at the 
three quarter-points (gage locations wAw 9 ~Coo and wlOO) and for maximum 
deflection at the second quarter point or midspan (gage location nen ) 
due to the passage of the single axle vehicls o 
'Weight ratios, R ::: 0 0 209 0 0 30 and 0~50 for 0(. values cover= 
ing a range of from 00065 to 0 0 175 are giveno To fix ideas about the 
practical magnitudes of Rand 0<.. s> assume an I~beam ~tructure of the 
following properties traversed by a single axle loading of 189 000 Ibs o 
Span ~ 60 fto 
Weight per fto :;; 3000 Ibs 0 
Fundamental frequency of vibration:;:; 6 0 4 Cp5 0 
Stiffnes_s§: EI ~ 20 x: 109 fto2 Ibs o 
These typical values would result in a weight ratio~ R~ of 0 0 10 The 
range of eX.- liS indi~ated above would Gover truGk welocities of from 
34 mpho to 9105 mpho A bridge of shorter span and lo)'wer total weight 
would correspond to a higher value of R and would tend to decrease the 
magnitude of the truck velocities equivalent to a given value of oL • 
Irrespective of the gage location£). the test results reveal 
the same characteristic shape whether they represent bending moments 
or deflection., The magn:lLtude~ o.f.the. amplification faGtors for 
derlectio~ howevers> are fr.om 10 to 15 perGsnt. higher than those for 
the bending moment., The curves for bending moment at the first quarter-
point RAW and deflection.. at. the second quart.ar-point IllICOO exhibit a 
slight di.p at an 0(, of about elJo With the eXGepti.OlD of this minor 
effect the results. yi..eld smo.othcurves of an oSGillatory naturs o It 
is interesting t.o note .. tba t as C4 increMes both the ampU tude and 
period of the o.sci11ation in.~reaseo 
The ampli.fic.a tioD factor for bending moment at the third 
quarter point .. (Figs 0 12 9 13 ) appears t.o.be particularly Slsnsi ti va to 
a change in s.peed.o For R of 030 the 10lc.alamplifi.catiolC1. factor at an 
0<... of 0 112 i~ roughly 1015 'While at an ex.. oro 137 i.t. bas decrea5led to 
a value of only 0920 This meana1 that a chan.ge in tru.ck velocity of 
13 mphe on the typical bridge resultSl in a decrea~e in dynamic ~tre52!l 
of 23 percent at the third quarter pointQ 
Composite plots of the s~ngle axle carriage results (Figse 
8 - 15) are gi van in FigS4 16 an.d 1.1.0. The~e figures point up a strik= 
130 
ing effect on the amplification factor curves which results from an 
increase in axle weighto A phase change takes place as R increases 6 
Thie causes the peak stresses to occur at smaller values of ~ ~ 
which is to say at lower speeds o The effect of R on the magnitude of 
the amplification is not quite as interesting although it may be 
noticed that an increase in R results)) in genera Ii> in a marked decrease 
in the local amplification factor for deflection but not in the 
amplification factors for stress o 
20 Local Amplification Factors for BendJng Moment and Deflection for 
a Tandem Axle Load 
The experimentally determinedmarlmum 100a1 amplification. 
factors for the tandem axle vehicle are presented in Figso 18 through 
280 Results are again given for only gage locations ~A~~ wow and nln~ 
the quarter=-points of the spano Spacing of the axles. 'WaS fixed at 
1/15 of the spin length which would he equivalent to four feet on a 
sixty foot highway bridgeo 
Five values of R ranging fromoJO to 1 0 00 have been illl.= 
vestigated» while the range of cx... Us covered Cloincidees with that used 
with vehicle No o 10 
Since R represents the tota~eGarriage weight9 our typical 
structure would have an R of O~2 for a loading of 189 000 Ibs e per axle o 
The .. range of truck velocities would)) in general)) be the same as tho~e 
given for the. single axle vehicle o Deflections for an R of leO were 
not recorded o 
These curves again all exhibit an oscillatory shape for 
both bending moment and deflectien, the facters fer the latter be= 
ing again approximately 10 percent higher~ The dip effect noticed 
in the first ~et of curves now appears only in connection with the 
bending moment at the third quarter=pointo The sensitivity of the 
third quarter""'point te a change in cx.. is not quite as dramatic as in 
the case of the ~ingle axle vehicle althougb ~t. is still presento 
One of the principal reasons for the inclusion of tandem 
axles in the test program concerned the possible development of 
resonance in the bridge o Such resonance might be expected te occur 
at a velocity such that the vehicle would travel a distance equiv-= 
alent to its axle spacing in a time equal to the fundamental period 
of the loaded structure 0 Since this period of'the loaded structure 
varies with the position of the load,? the possibility-of resonance i3 
a complex questiono The problem is dis_cussed in detail. in Section Val 
At this time it is sufficient to note that the test results do not 
indiGate the presence of any ~resonantU effects 0 
Fig~f) 29 and 30 represent compo.siteplots. of the preced= 
ing nineteen curves o Portions of several of the curves 9 for values 
of ex.. less than 0099 have been omitted in the interests of clarityo 
The trend established for the single axle vehicle due to 
aD. increase in R also holds true in the Gase of tandem axles 9 a phase 
change occurs shifting the :peakJf!l and troughs to smaller value~ of ex... 
as R increases o The slight dip mentIoned above OG.curs a.t an ex.. of 
Oe14 (see Figo 30~ top) and its position does not appear to be 
appreciably affected by a change in Ro 
Due to the availability of a larger number of weight ratios 
than in the single axle case~ more can be said about the effect of R 
on the magnitude of the amplification factors o A plot of AT VS e R 
.u 
for the peak values of bending moment and deflection would result in 
smooth concave curves with the miniW1ID value occurring at an R of 060 e 
This variation is in general agreement with the test results for 
vehicle No o 10 
The two figures (31 and 32) are based on the experimental 
curves given at the bottom of Figso 89 109 and 12 and at the top of 
the maximum dynamic local amplification fa~tors for single and tandem 
axle vehiGleSl of the gems total weighto The symbol.!l lRJO represent 
a single axle weighing 0 0 30 of the bridge weight and the symbols 2R30 
refer to tandem axles with an equivalent 4 0 0 fto spa~ing hawing the 
same t~ta.l weight 9 
A very gtriking phase agreement is indicated under theae 
two condition.s of l.oading4 In. addition» it "Would appear that the 
effect of the tandam axles is to damp out the psak~ of the amplifi= 
cati©n factor diagramso Theee two effects are vi~idly illustrated 
at the third quartsl"=poin.t (see Fig.o 32» top) 0 At an 0<.. of about 
0 0 12» hO\1lSV8l"» the tandem carria.ge is movin.g SOl rapidly that it be=-
gins to) haws the Slame effect as a si:mgle concentrated moving load~ 
resulting in amplificati(o)D factOlrs for bending momen.t which are in 
i' 
r 
r 
i 
I 
fairly close agreement with those of the single axle vehicls o That 
is to say~ the advantages of the tandem axle tend to be diminished at 
higher speeds 0 
.30 EffsCJt of Axle Spacing on the Local Amplification Factc?fS foE, 
Bending Moment and Deflection 
This phase of the test program concerned itself with the 
investiga tioD.. of the effeGt of the axle spacing on the m.arlmum 
amplification factoI"o It also attempted to discover how close the 
axles must be spaced to permit analysis of a tandem. axle as a single 
load 0 
The experimental results for three values of ~ and a 
weight ratio of 060 are given in Fig.s4-33 and 344 'These results have 
been plotted as localamplification.factors for the particular gage 
location indicatedo 
Before discussing the test results7r an explanation of the 
technique em.ployed in. obtaining them is desirabls4 In. general each 
point represents the average value of three test runs at a given OL 
and axle sptcingo Although it ws possible to determine the carriage 
velocity accurately after a record was take~ it was difficult to 
maintain exactly the same speed for each rtmo Consequently only those 
records were used for which the values of ex.. differed by less than ± 
3 percent from the averagei} over the entire range. o.f.axle sp:lcingso 
In add! t~o~ the magnitude of the amplifica.tion raGto~Sl r6pr'esent an 
average value obtained from 9aGh set of runs at the particular ~ and 
axle spacing in qU9SltioDo 
The experimental points obtained in this mmil6r in general 
lie along the smooth curves shown in FigS4 33 and 34e In these 
curves the axle spacing is given in feet fOlr an equivalent 60 fto 
bridge 0 The spa~ings on the 6~O rt~ model were 9 of GOurS6 g ons= 
tenth as large o These curves assume a variety of shapes and composite 
plots of the results at either a particular gage location or ~ value 
indicate a complete lack of correlat~onc In an effort to gain an in= 
sight into the meaning of these results. curves of AL vs 0 Ol for a 
given axle spacing vera drawn fer each gage lOGatio~ The results of 
this approach appear to indicate a variation in the peak values and 
the presence of a small phase change due to the variation in the axle 
spBcingG This effect is similar t09 and in a~~ord with9 the ones 
noted in the first and second parts of this ~e~ti~n due to a variatien 
in Ro Since these Gllrves were necessarily based on a limited number 
of points~ it was felt that they were insufficiently documented and 
therefore have not been included in this reporte 
If the axle spacing yere. large enough).} the two axles might 
be expected to produce their dynamic ef'.feGts iJmdependentlyo Another 
way of stating this is to observe that if' the al;le spacing could 00 
increased indefinitely the dynamic SltresSl.SS weuld be the same a~ those 
produced by a single axle vehicle of half the total weight of the 
tandem axle vehicls o Owing to the limitati~nSl of the teSlt apparatus 
(ioe.o~ maximum. axle spacing 1/6 of the span length) 9 it was found 
impossible to du.plicate the test results O'lbtained rOll" a given 0(. with 
the single axle vehicle of one=half the total weights Consequently 
it can only be said that an axle spacing much greater than 1/6 the 
span length is required before the interaction of the tandem axles Gan 
be neglectedo This is important from the point of dew of mathematical 
analysis 0 It should also be borne in mind that this required spacing 
would increase with the velocity of the vehicle o As the axle spacing 
decreases the trend of the curves does~ hovever 9 indicate an approach 
to the experimental values obtained with a single axle vehicle of the 
same total wsighto 
One important and rather obviolls cOllclus.ion that must be 
drawn from this phase of the test program is that the test results 
presented in. the sS(3ond part of this. sec.t.iondo n.ot. necessarily in= 
'dicate either the maximum or minimum efre~t_ on the amplification due 
to a tandem vehicle but rather are valid only. for the equivalent four 
foot spacing used in the tandema.xle phase of the test programo 
4.0- Locationo£ Maximum Dynamic. _ Stress 
~1ffi previous seGt~o.ns of this report. CJ.1s,c.u.sSJion has been con-
fin.ed to the maximum amplification. fac.tor's ooCllUlrring at the three 
quarter=pofnts of the test beamo The exac.t location at which the max~ 
imum. dynamic; atress occ.urs is of. pirticu.lar .interesiLo. It was with this 
in mind that the fourth phase of thia investigat~on was undertakeno 
As was pointed out in SeGtl.o.n. 1II7> it was nec;essary to add 
So number of sets of gages at various loea tiona. betw.en the Sle~ond and 
, 
third quarter~pointSlo ThsSlS new gage locations vere designated by 
the letters !mEIl!I$) wDw$) !l\IEOO 9 \IIlFw$) \l1lGll!! and wHw SJ and the positi~n~ al"e 
shown in Figo 7a o 
The maximlli~ e~rimentally determined amplification factors 
at these various gage locations are given in Figso 35 through 379 
respectivelyo These results are for a single axle vehicle with an R 
190 
of 050 and they cover a range of 0<.. Os GOll"I"esponding to! that of the 
previous single axle tests o Since the results yield the same character= 
istiG curves as these obtained at gage looations ~A:ill $)- il!lC~~ and IIfIIIl'I$) 
~eviously ~esented in section IV9 part 19 further comment Sgem UD= 
necessaryo 
A composite plot of these six Cfurves along -with the results 
obtained at "Goo and ~1tIOO is gi"Wen in. Fig.o 38 0 Gage location ~~A!R9 the 
fil"st qual"ter=point$) is nat included as it did not controlo 
The curves of Figo 38 indi©ate that for a range of oL from 
011 to oU" the local amplifi.cation is practically G01nstant between aUD99 
and nGoo 9 having a value equal to 1~17a The maximum effect appears to 
OlC~Ul" at OJ." very near atQUit 3 ioSo 9 midway between the seGond and thi:r>d 
quarter-points at a value of OL equal to 01370 If9 howewer 9 a range of 
ex.. ° Sl betveen 006 and 009 is cOJIDlSlidered~ the maxim.uJ.m erfe~t O(~C'W"Sl 
just off midspan at 9tB~ (see Figo 7a) and has a value of 1 0 07 at an 0(.... 
of 00630 TheSle ob8ervaticns lead to the conclusion _that the exa~t 
location of the point of maxinn.m1 lacal amplification _iSl dependent on 
the particular s}pssd or range of c:::x.. ° s in queSlti~no The weight ratio 
is also an important consideration as a variation in this parameter 
has an effect on both the magnitude and location of the peak amplifi-
cation factors o 
Before leaving this particular set of curves~ it is interest= 
ing to note the abrupt change in dynamic amplification which occurs 
between an OL of 008 and 0100 The local amplification factor changes 
from a general level of about 10075 to 1050 equivalent to a 100 per= 
cent increase in the percent amplificationo A discussion of this in~ 
crease will be found in Section V of this reporto 
The curves in Figo 38 have been reduced to absolute values in 
Figo 390 'with the aid of Figo 7b any of the foregoing test results 
may be plotted to t~~s same absolute 80a16 0 
~~er the range of oc Us first introduced in discussing Figo 
3S9 the point of ma~imum absolute amplification occurs at gage 
location ~~DQ\i' p b.E.ving a value of L16 at an ex. of 01Jl40 Over the lower 
or second range of ex. U s ~ the maximum occurs a.t or near midspan, liteR 0 
Ingenera19 the point of maximum absolute amplificatio~ appears to 
occur quite near the point of' maximum static stress 9 10609 at midspine 
Figure 39 also vividly illustrates the presence of a phase 
change dependent on the loaation at which the amplifications vere 
determi~ede As the particular ~int or gage location under consider= 
ation changes from :1'7BRt through a119'tl 9 the pea.ks and troughs OOlour a.t 
larger and larger. values of ~ 0 
r 
Vo DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The e~rimental test results presented in the preceding 
section established the presence of a number of interrelated effects 
due to a varia tioD. in the pirameters_o This section is devoted to 
the interpretaticmand explanation of these effects and a discussion 
of several of the fundamental cbaractterist.ics o.f as.tructure traversed 
by a smooth~ rolling load o 
10 - How Moltion_of._ths_ Beam Af'f'ec.ts the Bendi ne _ .Moment Due to a Single 
Axle Lgad 
In order to understand the results of the test program 
presented in Section IV it is essential that the motiolll of the beam 
due to the pas~age of the vehicle be unders_t02od.o- Without a. feeling 
for the motion of the structure~ dynamic analysis is likely to be a 
sterile mathematicalprocedure.o- The curves in the -preceding section 
indiGate the maximum ampUfica tioIll at only a particular point and 
consequently dc_not convey a complete pi.Gture or the motion of the 
beaDlo The graJPhi~al representation of this motion requires a kno'W'= 
ledge of the maximwn ampli.f'ication at every pc»int along the beam due 
to the passage v at a constant velocity$> of a vehicle with a fixed 
w:eight ratio_a Curves of this type based Oln the experimental results 
in Section IV are given in Figso 40 and 410 
·, 
These ~urves were obtained by selecting a value ofoc 
and picking off the maximum local amplification factor at the part= 
icular gage location in questioDo In order to define these c~~es 
it was necessary to use all IDJine gage locations)) i~eo j) 9~A'l'I through 
wlw)) and consequently data is available for only the single axle 
vehicle with R ~ 050 0 The solid portion. of the curves are well 
defined by gages wB~ through "IOO while the dashed portions rely on 
only the gage at Il1AIn and the known end conditions and thsl"efore 
must be considered less reliable o 
Fig 0 42 ws based on the curves show in. Fig 0 41 and is 
of interest to the design engineer in that it gives the magnitude 
and lOGati@n ©f the ~ximum absolute amp1iri~atioD9 ©r ma%imum 
. stress)) .for a feW' sels~ted values of' ex.. 0 CWC'Ves of this type may 
find practical appliGatioD in the design ©ffice but it should be 
emphasized that the test program made use or several assumptions 
not present in the typical highway bridge o 
Attentio~ will nov be dirsGted to Figo 41 ~ discussing the 
moti~n of the beam due to a m~wing load o' It will be noted that all 
the curves shown in this figure (a~ well as those given in Figo 40) 
are of a sinusoidal nature and it is this fact that forms the basis 
for our understanding of the ~oblsmo 
The beam motion is initiated by the entry of. the moving load 
which excites the fundamental frequency or first mode of the struGture 9 
resulting in a dow.n~rd acceleration of the beamo Since the beam i~ 
moving down~rd under the load 9 its acceleration must be subtracted 
from the aCCleleration of gravity~ the difference between the t1o¥O 
accelerations$) multiplied by the moving IDail8L9 gives the force exerted 
on the bridge and the equal and opposite force exerted on the vehicle o 
As a result of this dO'WIl'ward motion or· the bea~ a momentary stress 
condition of less than static value_~ appearing as a trough in the 
amplification factor curves$' (see Fig~41)is created near the point 
of entryo Due to the lack of instrumentation .in the first 6 0 0 inches 9 
the curves in Figo 41 de not a~curately indicate this condition a1= 
though its presence has been definitely establishedo 
After a small time lapse 9 the acceleration of the beam 
changes direction as the structure vibrates and £t tends to rebound 
upwards 0 At this point the acceleration o£ the beam aDd the acceler= 
ation of the gravity are in opposite clJ.JreGtiorui~ resulting in the first 
positive peak on the curves o The acceleration of the beam again re-
verses dire~tion and the vibrating structure tends once more to move 
dow.n~rd9 away from the applied load~ resulting in a second trough or 
stress level of less than the static valu9 0 The beam after moving down-
ward under the load once more recovers?) result.lng.in the second peak 
stress level o This reversal of aClC}eleration. or motion. of the be ami) 
which produces the sinusoidal shape of the curves'9 continues while the 
vehicle traverses the entire length of the structure o 
Although 'We hawe approached this description by considering 
the stru~ture as a simple oscillatol"9 it should be understood that the 
experimental results indicate the existence of the second and third 
modes of vibration o The ~esence of these bigher modes s bowevers does 
not fundamentally alter the qualitative picture of the beam motion 
presented in. the previous paragraphso IdeallY- they would appear only 
as periodic oscillations superimposed cn the variou~ curves o In 
addition9 it should be clear that while only stresses have been dis= 
cussed~ the behavior of the structure is essential~ elastic and there= 
fore the bending moments are directly proporticnal to the stresses o 
This description of the motio~. and the cUtl"Ves themselves 
suggest that there is a relationship betweeD the time of recovery of 
the beam or half wave length of the oscillation inFig~ 41 and the 
value of ex.. or the vehicle velocity.o. Such a relatiCJlIDship can indeed 
be exhibited G The table on the following page is based on the curwes 
of Figo 41 and illustrates an important correlation between the~e two 
quantities 0 The first two columns of this tableJ are taken direGtly 
from Figo 41.0. For e-xample1}. with 0<.. ~ .0.08 there i!3 a peak in the 
diagram at 3904 ino from the point of entry and a trough at 4609 in6 
The difference between these two9 705 in09 is the half wawe length of 
the oscillatory motion9 which appears in the second column of the 
table as >"/20 In the third column of the table is listed the time 
in which a vehicle traveling with a velocity corresPfjnding to 0\... ~ 008 
will traverse a distance of 705 i~ This time is given by the ex= 
pression. 
In the case ~f the ~tructure u~ed in these experiments L g 72 0 0 ino 
and To :;;; 00116 sec o To complete the sample computation for 0<.. ~ 008 
~ note that in this case 
TABLE I 
Half Wavelengths of Vibratio~ 
0( ~/2 (ino) t >-/2 (sec 0 ) 
006 607 0090 
008 705 0076 
010 906 0078 
012 1204, 0084 
014 1409 0086 
016 16 0 3 0082 
Aygso 0083 
A/2 ~ half wave length of oscillatory 
motion = inches 
t >Y2 ~ time of recovery = seconds 
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The striking thing which this table indicates is that the 
time of recovery of the beam i~ nearly constant over a wide range of 
speeds 0 These values are Sl of course $) all experimental and are un= 
fortunately quite sensitive to the choice of the location of' the peaks 
ill Figo 410 As an. examples a change in we·ve· length at 0<.. ~ 006 from 
607 ino to 6 0 5 ina would yield a value of t>(2 equal to 0088 sec o 
The half 'Wave lengths used in computing T.able I have been indicated 
ill Figo 41 by short vert.ical dashes and it 'Will be noted that maximum 
use was made of that portion. of the beam where the curve was defined 
most accurately by the experimental results o 
It remains to investigate the exist.ence .. of a relationship 
between the time of recovery and the fundamental period of the structure o 
A value of To equal to 0 0 116 gac o or a half period of 00058 sec o was 
used ,in obtaining the figures given in Table I.QThis value refers to 
the fundamental period of the unloaded s.tructure and indicates that the 
calculation of the fundamental period of the loaded structure might 
prove of interest. Due to the fact that. the vehicle. is. moving across 
the bridge$) the fundamental period of the loaded structure is subject 
to continual change and therefore presents a complex ana.lytical problemo 
In view of this complexity an accurate approximate formula may be used 
with advantage 0 
whereg To :;; fundamental period of structure 
L loaded at midspan = saco/cycle 
T ;;; fundamental period of unloaded 
0 
structure = seco/cycle 
Wb ~ total 'Weight of beam <= Ibs o 
We :;; total weight of concJ3ntra.t,ed.mids pin load - Ibs o 
The load was taken at mids pan in dar! ring . this a pproxima te formula 
beca.use the portions of the Gurves uaed in. determining the half" 'Wave 
lengths lie at or near this pointo 
The second term under the radical sign~ 10909 2Wc/Wb is 
e'qual to 2R£) or in this cases> 1.000 0 SubSltituti~ in the above 
equationg 
This represent~ the maximum value of the loaded period of the structure 9 
for as the load moves off the midpoint of the beam the period decreases o 
The derivation of this formula and a discussion of To will be found in 
Appendix Ao 
The average value of the times of recowery given in Table I 
is equal toD8J saGo which compares very favorably with one=halr the 
fundamental period of the loaded structure as c;alculated above» ioeo~ 
0082. sec.o This result confirms the dssGription of the structure 
presented in the first paragraphs of this ~eGtion.o. The acceleration 
of the beam under the load reverses direction after a time equal to the 
half=period of the loaded structure o This extremely gratifying ex= 
perimental evidence also establishes the fact that the number of first 
mode vibrations performed by the beam is directly related to the 
fundamental per-iod of the loaded structure and the duration of loading~ 
as indicated in Figo 410 
20 Test Results Related to the Mot~on of the Structure 
With the foregoing explanation of the beam motion we are no~ 
in a position to ansl'W'er, at least in a qualitative WY9 the questions 
raised during the presentation of the test results in the preceding 
secti.ono Insofar as possible) the points raised in Section IV will be 
discussed according to their order of appearance in the tsxto 
The characteristic shape of the curves for bending moment 
as well as deflection at a particular gage locatio~ ean most readily be 
understoO!d by an examin.a.tiolml of either Fig4. 40 or 41.0 Referring to 
gage location nr1ll9 fer example.» and the value~ of ex.. SJhow in Figo 409 
acoXlsiderable variation in the dynamic ampllfiClation factor is to be 
noted as ex c-hanges from 007 to 0.170 This variationv produced by a 
change in the duration of loading~ is direatly related to the character= 
istic shape of the curves of Figo 8 through 32 for both single and tandem 
axles 0 
The increase in the ampU tude and period of theS3e GUll"ve8i with 
higher values of ex. (sse;! for exarnple.9 Fig.o 12) ~an. be related to the 
motion of the bearno It is reasonable to infer that~ on the whole 9 with 
an increase in ~ the beam is subjected to a more violent initial 
disturbance which in turn yields accelerations~ during the period of 
recovery of the beam~ whose arithmetic sum is greater than those 
corresponding to a lesser value of ~ 0 The result of thig~ a3 in= 
dicated9 for example in Figo 12, is larger peak amplification factors 
for higher values of ex.. 0 As noted previously.9 with a deGrease :in 
the duration of loading the n~ber of vibrations performed by the 
beam durin.g the time of trans! t decrea$es o As thS£!HI! fundamental 
vibrations become fewer 9 a larger change in~ ~s ne~e~sary befoTe the 
beam motion is made up of one less complet.6 vibratio~ This may be 
observed by comparison of the curves in Figo 410 It is this fact 
that accounts for the increase in the period or wave length as the 
value of 0( increases in Fig~ 8 through 320 
The higher amplificatiOlnfactors for defle~ti(l)n9 as compared 
~th stre5S~ result from the fact that defleGtioD i~ influenced by the 
overall motion of the beam while the bending moment5 are related to 
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the acceleration of the point of contact relative to that of gravityo 
In other words~ the deflection is an integrated effect while the bend= 
ing moment is a more localized condi tiono In . order to avoid any m$= 
understanding it should be said that where ro,ad-wayroughness i~ present 
the above remarks regarding tbe relative amplificatioD factors for 
stress and deflection will no longer hol~ A1so~ ther would not hold 
in the presence of dynamic sources of stress such as the hammer blow of 
steam locomotive driving wheels on railway bridges~ This matter 13 
discussed more fully in a .later seGtion ~f thi~ reporto 
With the aid of Figo 40 the relative sensitivities to a 
change in 0<.. of the amplification factors for bending moment at the 
third quarter=point as compared with other quarter=points are readily 
explained 0 The first rebomnd always occurs at or near the fir5t 
quarter=pointo On the other hand 9 the dynamic amplification factor 
at the third quarter-point change~ ~apidly a~ the peak of the 08c111a= 
tion·moves through that pointe 
Figs o 16 and 17 for the bending moment and defleGtion at 
the first and second quarter-points for a single axle load and Figo 
30 for bending moment at the third quarter=point fOlr the tandem axle 
vehicle all exhibit a slight dip in the curves at ex. Us of about 013 
amd 014 respectivelyo At present there is no physical. interpretation 
available for this dip but at the same time theoretical consideratio~ 
do not preclude its erl..stence e It 'W'ill be intere.sting to n~te whether 
an analytical solution rill verify the erl~tenGe of thie! effecto 
Figures 169 17 and 30 along with Fig.o. 29 all show a cbal"aGter= 
istiG trend due to an increa~e in Ro A brief reexamination of the 
fundamental period of the loaded structure is neGes~ary in. order to 
explain this effe~to An increase in the weight ratio result$ in an iD~ 
crea~e in thi~ period and the beam motion therefore ha~ a ~oportionate= 
1y greater time of r9coveryo At a given valu.e of 0(, this m.eans that the 
beam performs fewer vibrations as the weight of the moving l~ad in= 
creases 0 It may be anticipated that if' curves similar to thOlse draw in 
Fig o 41 for R 5 050 were drawn for other values Olf R a.nd the curveel fOlr 
corresponding valu6s_ o~ OC were superposed9 a pha~e difference in the 
oscillatory motion would be apparento This phase change would account 
for the trend developed by the curves of Figso 169 11~ 29 and 30 for 
different values of Ro On the other hand9 the experimental data at 
present available does not appear to permit accurate extrapolation for 
predicting the effect of changes in axle weight on the peak amplifi= 
cation factol"o 
Until this point the discussion of the test results has~ in 
genera 19 been applicable to both the single and the tandem axle load= 
ingso We refer now more particularly to the Gase of tandem axles o To 
begin with9 in part 2 of Section IV it was pointed out that a form of 
resonance might occur at a velocity such that the vehicle would travel 
. a di!tance equivalent to its axle spacing in a time equal to the funda= 
me·:ntal period of the loaded structure 0 Using the approximate formula 
given in part 1 of this section to calculate the fundamental period 
and as~uming9 as may be done with negligible error9 that the entire. 
w~ight of the vehicle is concentrated at midSpan9 the equation for the 
first critical uresonantU velocity becomesg 
where g 
V1 ~ vehicle velocity = fto/seco 
S = axle spacing = fto 
T ~ fundamental peTiod of structure 
°L I loaded at midspan = seco cycle 
conditiono 
Substituting R ~ 030 into the equation for To ~ 
L 
Using the axle spacing employed in the second phase of the test 
program~ 
0( ~ 2072 (,116) = 00262 
2 (6) 
The experimental results for values of ot from 002 to 005 
have not been included in this report (refer to Appendix A)o These 
results~ however, failed to indicate the presence of any resonance 
effects near this value of OL 0 Since the amplificatioD factors for 
OL HS of less than 005 are 9 for all practical purposes~ equal to 
unity~ the lack of a Teeonant~ . effect at this particular axle spac= 
ing was to be expected o As the axle spacing inereas9S 9 the critical 
velocity and the equivalent OL are at the same time proportionately 
inorea;!Jsde ., With a limiting axle spicing of lC)05 fto in the model ll 
no appreciable Rresonant U effect could be observed9 indeed~ the tandem 
axle vehicle)) as may be seen by reference to Figso 31 and 32 almost 
invariably produced lower dynam~c stresses than the single axle vehicle 
of the ~ame total weighto 
Figs 0 31 and 32 contribute further experimental evidence 
to the proposition that the beam motion is related to the fundamental 
period of the loaded structurs o Although both vehicles have the same 
total veight~ the effect of the tandem axle on the period is slightly 
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lesS than that of the single concentrated load o This slight difference 
will account for the slight phase shift at lower values of ~ 0 As. 
the vehicle velocity increases the effect of the axle spacing be= 
'1 .. 
comes relatively less significant and the phase a.greement is almost 
idealo 
The curves in Figs o 31 and 32 indicate that the tandem vehicle 
tends to damp out the peak amplification ractors~ particularly at 
lower values of 0<. 0 This probably results from a lesser im tial 
excitation of the beam and the fact that the two axles interfere ~th 
one another in producing a dynamic errecte 
The fourth part of the test program (Figo 38 and 39) in= 
troduced several points which deserve special attentions the location~ 
along the beam~ of the point of maximum local and maximum absolute 
stress amplification; the sharp increase in local amplification between 
OL Us of 008 and olO~ and the phase change as the active gage location 
shifts 0 
As already pointed OUt1 the maximum peak local effect occurs 
at or very near gage location II!G~ 9 at an ex.. .of 01310 Figo 40 confirms 
this conclusio.n, but in addition these curves indicate that the peak 
values of the local stress a.mplification factor are nearly constant at 
1016 between gages nAn and ttI~ over a. range of 0<,..° 8 from 011 to J.7o 
For 0<... n s less than c 11 .. ~1e peak percent amplifica tioD. drops to 
roughly 7 0 0 percent 0 ; ;_t8 is shown in Fig 0 38 as) a sharp increase 
. in the amplitude of the curves o In order to explain this. apparently 
critical value of (X, , 0( ~ 009 9 the reader is again r<eferred t:; 
Figo 410 Between oc values of 008 and 010 the -wave patt9fJ n is in 
the process of changing from essentially a three cycle to a two 
cycle oscillationo The evolution of the two cycle pattern may be 
seen taking place over this range of ex.. Us in Fig 0 38 0 As has been 
shown, this change in the wave pattern is occasioned by a decrease 
in the duration of loading or an increase in vehicle velocitYe Sir.L0e 
the motion of the beam is also influenced by the value of R9 thi8 
critical range is va lid only for the 'lNsightra'tio indiGa tedo As the 
value of R increases ~ the time of recovery and the va.lue of this 
critical~ range could be expected to increaS8 0 
Fig 0 39 is of further inteI"est o It agai.n illustrates the 
effect on the oscillatory pattern of a change in 0(" 0 A$; the du.ration 
of loading increases'i the T"jave pattern moves across the beam in the 
direction of the motion. of the vehi·cle and as a result the p9akiS and 
troughs occur at gage locations further along the hearn o 
Figo 42 is~ from a certain point of view9 the end result of 
any investigation concerned. W'ith impacto It gives t.he location and 
magnitude of the maximwn stress occurring in the structUJ.re o This 
figure is simply the part of Figo 41 relating to 0<.. ~ 0065) o12~ and 
016 converted to an absolute scals o A~ may be seen by inspection of 
the conversion diagram (Fig o 1b)9 points near the ends of the beam 
have small con"'J'ersion factors 9 whi.le at t.he center of the beam the 
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conversion factor is unity 0 This is only another way of saying that 
a high local dynamic amplification factor is unimportant if the local 
static stress is small to begin witho ObviollslY9 the runs which 
produce the greatest absolute stress are those for which the peaks of 
the 10Gal stress amplification factor diagram occur near mia~pan9 as 
they do for ex.. ~ Q 12 0 
It is· evident that fer a practical range of truck velocities 
the absolute maximum stress occurs at midspan or at 1/9 the span length 
on either side of midspano The most severe condition arises when the 
fundamental loaded period and the duration of loading of the structure 
are such that a wve peak occurs exactly at midspano 
30 Instantaneous Stress Distribution 
One of the most interesting and important results to emerge 
from this test program is indicated in Fig~o 43 and 440 These curves 
deserve particular attention as they represent experimental evidence 
of the stress distribution developed at any instant of time in a bridge 
under the influence of a smoothly rolling load o 
The simple shape of these curves is in sharp contrast to 
the oscillatory nature of those curves discussed in the preceding parts 
of' this section and an understanding of the technique employed in 
obtaining them is essentia10 All of:the previous experimental points 
were determined by picking off the maximum stress that occurred at a 
particular gage location9 irrespective of the horizontal position of 
the vehicle at the time of its Oi{'bcurrencs o Figs~ 43 and 44-u on the 
other hand~ can be thought of as photographs of the instantaneous 
stress distribution in the beam~ At the top of Figs 43~ fer example~ 
is shown the situation as the load crosses gage~~ At that instant 
of time the stress in the beam is shown to be a maximum under the laad~ 
at gage nG~t Furthermore)) it decreases linearly to zero at the end:= of 
the beamo In other words, the dynamic stress pattern is the same in 
shape as the static stress pattern)l b~ at each point the 8tre~s is in= 
creased (or decreased) by a factoro In the lower part of Figo 43 9 
for example 9 is shown the instantaneous stre~s distribution in the beam 
as the load crosses midspano If the dynamic stress were the same as 
the static stress 9 the absolute amplification factor would be 1000 
vhereas there is actually an 8 percent dynamic increment in this caseo 
While only two load positions and two speeds have been included in this 
report 9 the curves are typical o 
As far as is known to the authors 9 this material represents 
the first experimental verification of this simple relationship between 
the static and the dynamic states of stress in an idealized highway 
bridge & Its importance lies in the simplifi©ation of the theoretical 
analysis which it suggests o If the dynamic stress distribution is a 
triangls 9 the peak stress at any in.stant may be ta.ken as the single 
controlling variable in terms of which the analysis may be developed o 
In this ~y the analysis of a structure having an infinite number of 
degrees of freedom can be reduced to the determination of a single 
variabls e 
It should be said that the possible existence of t.hi.s 
simple relationship was inferred from a mathematical device for the 
simplification of the impact problem suggested by the work of Ao 
~. 
Hillerborg in Swedeno . 
if WDynamic Influences of Smoothly Running Lo,ads on Simply 
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Vlo SUMMARY 
This investigation has been concerned with an experimental 
determination of the dynamic effects produ~ed by single and tandem 
unsprung axles transversing a simply supported model span at constant 
speed o The basic test results are presented in Section IV and in 
Figso 8 through 320 The fundamental physical.behavior of the stru~ture 
which produces the observed dynamic ·stress:es:i.s discussed at some 
length in Section Vo The material of these two sections may be re-
capitulated briefly as followsg 
1. Accurate curves of the stress amplification facto!" at 
each of the three quarter=points of the spln have been obtained for a 
I range of speeds and single axle 'Weights corresponding to (and slightly 
exceeding) those encountered in present highway bridge designo Re= 
su1~s have been presented in terms of a dimensionless weight factor 9 
R, and a dimensionless speed factor 9 .~ (sea Section II) so that they 
are applicable to any simple span structure of unlfol"m cross=section, 
but the range of Rand Ol actuallY investigated (see Figso 8 = 13) 
bas tended to cOl"respond to shol"ter. spans (less than 100 fto) for which 
the impact question is more criticalo 
20 Accurate curves of the deflection amplifiGation factor 
have been obtained for single axles in the same range of Rand 
(Figs. 14, 15)0 For a structure in transient motion, the amplifi=-
eation factors for deflection and stress are not9 in generals the 
samao It has been fOUL~d in these small=scale studies that~ in the 
absence of surface irregularities~ the amplifiGation factor for de= 
flection is higher than that for stress o In a fi.eld test9 hOi,K6Vsr/J 
roadway roughness would be present to seme extent o When an axle 
moves over an obstruction9 the stress effect is greater than the 
deflection effect so that in ~ field test vbich of the two amplifi-
cation factors is the larger will depend on the relative importance 
of surface irregularity and girder flexibility as seurces of 
dynamiC stress o 
30 Similar curves fer the stress'Handde.fle~tion ampllfi= 
cation facters. at the three quarter=points .of a sim.ple span have 
been obtained for the case of a tandem axle with spacing equal to 
1/1; of the span lengthe This is equivalent to 4 0 0 fto in a proto= 
type structuure having a s.pan ten times as great as that of the 
mode 14- These curves (see Figso 18 .:, 30) have been. found to> have the 
same shape as those for a single axle of the same total weight:> but 
the peaks in the amplification. fact01l' curves were markedly lo'W'sr 
when tandem axles were usedo A t very high s peeds (ex.. > 0 0 12) the 
tandem axle was fOlund to produce substantially the same affect as a 
single axle of the same total yeight~ Beneficial effects of divid= 
ing the load between axles_are believed to be attributable 9 for the 
moat part~ to interference between the two axles in producing their 
separate dynamic erfects o 
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4Q· The vibratory motion of the structure bas been ex= 
plained i~ terms of the relatio~ship betwee~ the time ©f transit 
or the duration of l~ading and the fundamental period of the load= 
ad struGture o The characteristic oscillatory shape of the amplifi= 
cation factor GurV9S for stress and derle~tion for bath tandem and 
single axle loadings have been related to the vibratory motion of 
the structure and the in! tial axed ta ti©2lm imparted to the structure 
at the. time of entry of the vehicls o 
50 UResonance Q = the name sometimes given to a situation 
in which the time interval between the passage of two successive 
axles over any point of the structure is equal to ODS of the natural 
periods ~£ the loaded stru~ture = ba~ been found not to be a factor 
illt the production of impact stresses 0 To some extent this can be 
attributed to the fact that ul"6S0nant U speedSlZ) fer the model used in 
these tests were low9 even with the la~gest axle spacing available o 
The possibility of such an effect appearing in a ful1=Sl~ale field 
test cannot therer~re be completely ruled out on the basis of the 
experi~nts reported o 
6 0 Accurate ~urves for SltTe~Sl and deflection amplifi= 
cation fa~tors at the three quarter=points for a tandem axle with 
s:p3.cingSl varying from 400 fto to 10 fto in the prototype structure 
(1/15 to 1/6 of the span length) have been. obtained fOT sewel'al 
sele~ted vehicle veloGities o It bas been found that inter8Gtion of 
the tandem axles still exists at the maximum. equivalent 10 fto 
spacing (Figso 33 and 34)0 This is important from the point of view 
of mathematical analysiso 
70 The lOlGa tion. and magnitude of the marlIm.1lm dynamic; 
stress has been determined for a selected value of R9 R ~ 0500 It 
bas been found that thSl"6 is a critical value of 0(.. above which the 
peak dynamic amplification factors sharp~ increase (for the model 
and.R ~ 050 9 this ex.. ~ 009 9 see Figo 3S) 0 Above this speed the peak 
local dynamic amplification factors are nearly constant between the 
first and third .quartel"=points (Fig.o 40) 0 It has been found that the 
maximum dynamic stress can be eXJ=ected to OlCCUll" 1/9 of the spin 
length on either side of the midspan of the structure (see Figo 42) 0 
.The maximum value of the absolute dynamic; stress ampUficatiolTIl factor 
for 8. single axle 9 R ~ 0 ;09 ws found to be 1~16 at a valu.e of ex.. ~ 012 
80 Probably the most significant single result to emerge 
from this experimental study ~Ol!lGerns the inst_antaneoUSl dynamic stress 
distribution in the bridge (Figs~ 43 and 44)0 Under the influence of 
a single smoothly 1"0 lUng loadJ)- it bas been found that the dynamic 
~tress distribution pattern is triangular and a maximum undew the load o 
This simple relationship between. the static; an.d dynamic states of stress 
reduces the amlysiSl of a struGture having an imim te n.umber of de= 
graes of freedom to the determination of a single variab16 0 
AF'PENDIX A 
DESCRIPTION OF TEST APP~~TUS 
In gensra19 the te8Jt apparatuSl used in thi.~ inwe~ti·= 
gation bas been discus~ed in detail in Section I of the Second 
Progress Reporto Modifications of the apparatus Sl however 9 -were 
necessary to comply with the requirements of the test program 
and to improve the quality of the experimental results o In= 
formation of a supplementary nature and a discussion of the modifi= 
cations i~ presented in this appendixo 
As mentioned previouslY9 the results obtained with beam 
Noo 1 (Figo 1) have not been included in this reporto Because of 
the relatively high flexural stiffness of th~s beam9 the amount 
of oscillograpb·t~ace deflection was quite limited o For examp16 9 
with a single axle vehicle 9 R ~ 0)0 9 ths stati~ midspan strain 
would be 19 o 5 microinches o Using the maximum available sensitivity 
of the instrumentation. this amount of strain xossulted in a trace 
deflection of 1 1/4 inc;heso With trds amount of tra.G6 deflection 
the mechanical errors in measuring the dynamie. st~ess (numerator of 
the amplification factor) became signif'icanto In addition the 
running surface of beam Nco 1 was ~elative~ rougho As a result of 
this the tra~es exhibited a large amoun.t of extraneous U noise U 9 
particularly in the strain tra~eso This roughness was alsOl res= 
ponsible for an abnormal development of not only the fundamental mode 
but alsOl the higher modes of vibrationo 
The result~ obtained with beam No o 2 did not refle~t these 
effects and a high degree of reproducibility was achi,swed o The 
second beam had the added advantage of yieldi~g B ~ange of OC ~s 
ccrresponding tc actual field Gonditions o It is interesting to note y 
however)) that fOlr the value of 0<... ~ ex.... :;;; 006 9 at which the two beams 
were coincident~ a general agreement between the respective amplifi-
cation factors was indicated o 
A schematic drawing of beam Nco 2 is given in Figo 10 
accompanied by a table listing its physiGal propertieSlo The weight 
and the calculated fundamental frequency liSlted in this table refer 
to the condition of the beam before the addition of any gages 0 The 
three quarter=point strain gages increased the beam weight from 9059 
Ibs o to ge6J Ibso The midspan deflection gage weighed 005 Ibs o The 
calc:ulatsd nat'U.1C'al frequsncY9 f, assuming the weight of the gages to 
be umformly distributed and the weight of the deflection gage CO!ll.= 
centrated at midSpan9 was equal to 8060 cyeles per ~ec09 (To ~ 0116 
SSG 0 per eye Ie) 0 This G8 lcula ted va lue vas very neal" 11' aqua 1 to the 
average value arrived at by experimento The expe~imentally determin= 
ad values of the natural frequenGY varied from a minimum of 80 55 
cycles ~r saco to a maximL1l.m of 8~64 cycles psIr saGo during the en1tire 
period of testimgo 
The addlti;Qln of the gag€!8 at ImBW 9 OODGlI/J UllE!lIl /J wFW 9 WGIW and ~IHw 
(and two sets of gageg. not used) inGreased the beam weight by 012 Ibs o 
but at the Slams time the defle~tion gage was remowed o This resulted 
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in a computed natural frequencY9 f ~ 80 ;6 cycles per sec o • At the same 
time the average experimentally determined natural frequency was 8 0 59 
cycles per sec 0 g This experimental agreement indicates that the 
assumption of simply supported ends was fully realized o 
The small damping present~ actually a combination of Couloumb 
and viscous damping 9 was expressed in terms of a quantity ~9 the 
fraction of critical viscous damping·o 1fuen the deflection gage 'W'aS 
bonded to the test beam~ the average experimental coefficient of damp-
ing ~ ~ 0016 0 The removal of the deflection gage reduced the coefficient 
An accurate approximate formula for the calculation of the funda-
mental period of the test beam with a concentrated load at midspan has 
been used in Section V and in calculating the effect of the deflection 
gage on the fundamental period as previously mentioned o The derivation 
of this formula follows g 
assuming. a deflection OJ;;: sin( TT x/L) sin w't the total strain energy is g 
v 
o 
EI-rr4- Sin 2. wt 
4L~ 
I Mw'2.cos2.wt T 
(,e AiwZ. + ~ M o,z, ) CDS2.U)t = (..1)2. (~ + ~ ) CDS2. W t 
Equating the maximum total strain energy to the maximum total kinetic 
energy~ 
and solving for the fundamental frequency of the loaded structureg 
w 
Converting this frequency to the fundamental period of the loaded 
structure g 
{X!! + M 4 2.. 
rearranging termsg 
( £,~) -rrVEI~ 
and substituting the fundamental period of the unloaded structureg 
whel"eg 
To = 2- I V.fa L~ 1f V EI 9-
ToL.. 
-
To V ~+ 2.Wc. Wb 
T ~ fundamental period of' loaded structure = 
°L sec o/cycle 
Tog'; fundamenta 1 period of unloaded structure 
seco/cycle 
Wb ~ total yeight of beam = Ibs o 
We ~ total weight of concentrated midspan load= 
Ibs o 
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Load ~a1r"riage No o 1 is SlhOJ1r8lr!l ~c;hematically in Fig o 20 A de= 
tailed discussion of the design of the carriage has been given in the 
Second Progress Reporto Briefly~ it involved balancing the vehicle so 
that the axle (as well as the support bar) became the center of per= 
cussiono This design was checked experimentally,\} and proven entirely 
satisfactoZ'ySl by placing the vehicle cn the test beam and pl'.lcking the 
support wires 0 
The design of the tandem axle load carriage (Figo 3; was 9 ag 
indicated~ quite elementaryo The tandem wheels provided horizontal 
stabili.ty and a lubricated central support 'Wire provided the lateral 
stabilityo In the modified load carriage (Figo 5) slota were cut in 
the horizontal support bars and at the same time they were calibrated 
in such a manner that any desired axle spacing could be sst after a 
simple manipulation of the axle nuts o 
In order to realize higher vehicle velocities (and there= 
fO:r'8 higher <X. v s) three springs 'WeTe used in the launching mechanismo 
The combined spring constant of these three springg at the outzet of 
the teat program -was 24 Ib o per ino and with an enentio2t1 of' 9 ino an 
average ~xi~~ veh~cle velocity over the test beam of 18 ftG per sec o 
As a smooth entry of the vehicle onto the test beam was im= 
JP6rative~ the gap at the point of entry was held to 000; ino This close 
tolerance n.6c8iSlsitatad the separation of the launching mechanism from 
the approach tracko The stability of the lau.nching me~hardsm ~s assured 
by bo lting its support piers t iQ) the floor 0 Under this arrangement 
vibrations were transmitted through the floor to the test beamo This 
situation was remedied by installing an air cushion which relieved 
the hammer blow effect of the springso 
APPENDIX B 
INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT ACCURACIES 
The instruments used in this project are essentially 
those described in the Second Progress Reporto The only modifi~ 
cations of equipment (or the operations thereof) were those which 
would improve the degree of .precision of the measurements o 
To improve the accuracy of the time sGale~ the signals 
from radio station WWV were used as the standard to ~hich the tim-
ing oscillator was set rather than using the local power line 
frequency. Thus~ for the period of a test TUn9 a completely 
stationary Lissajous patt.ern insured a precisely known timing freq~ 
uencyo The shift of the Lissajous pattern~ indicating a timing 
error~ was easi~ held small enough to make the timing percentage 
error fall into the third or fourth decimal place o In this work 9 
such a small error can be justifiably neglected o 
At the start of each series of tests 9 a linearity check 
and absolute strain calibration 'Were takeoc A series of shunting 
resistors were paralleled with the active gages on each strain 
measuring channel to obtain this informationo Thus at any timeS! the 
actual static strain could be compared to the theoretical strain for 
the beam and any day by day varia. tions in equipment operation could 
be found. 
1 . 
: ' 
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The deflection gage 1~~ tested for linearity by dead 
weight additions at the center of the beamo A constant was deter= 
mined for the slope of the cur".:e olf tra.ce deflecti~m>s vs .. a.ctual 
deflection by also measuring the deflections with a mechar~cal 
gage under this static loading 0 Again9 this procedure gave a 
method of checking the equipment for each record taken o 
In an experimental investiga tioD. of this type the measure ..... 
ment accuracies are dependent on the a~cura~y of the instrumentation 
and the systematic and random percentages errors made in reducing the 
results~ further qualified by the degree of accuracy attained in 
determining the values of the parameters under cODsideraticnc In 
this particular investigation the instrumentation errors are neg-
ligible compared with those resulting from the latter two mentioned 
sources 0 
Sources of possible errOlr in the parame.ter ex. are the ex .... 
perimental determination of the fundamental period ~f the structure 
and the vehicle velocityo As a large number of vibrations ~ere used 
(40 = 50) in calculating the fUndamental peri~d9 the errors made in 
reducing the results are negligible o The aCGuracy of the vehicle 
velocity is dependent on similar negligible random errors and the 
spacing of the contact fee1er wi~e5o The spacing of these wires~ at 
any given timeD can be considered to have been off no more than 1/4 
ino in 72 in~ or a negligible 0 0 3 percent s~roro The sum of these 
errors in calculating 0(.. amoumrts t~ 1\9s8 than 100 percento The vari-
atlan of the vehicle velocity as it moved acrOS$ the test beam was, 
however~ ± 3 percento 
The weights involved in determining the weight ratio R 
~ere measured on a balance scale to the nearest thousandth of a 
pound 0 The tandem axle spacings were set to the nearest tenth of 
an incho 
By far the greatest errors in the experimental results 
can be attributed to the systematic and random errors made in re-
ducing the oscillographrecol"ds 0 That ista saY51 the errors present 
in the numerator and denominator of the amplification factors e The 
maximum values picked orf the oscillograph record were measured to the 
nearest hundreth of an inch9 the location of this maximum point\) ho"".... 
ever~ was a major source of errOlr o In general it can be said that the 
maximum error present in the amplification factors is no greater than 
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